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Choose You This Day 
Lesson 23: Justice is Served (Revelation 13-22) 
 
Objectives 
 

• Become familiar with a bird's-eye view of Revelation 13-22. 
• Continue to use the Old Testament to interpret the New. 
• Be assured of the final destruction of the Mystery Religion. 

 
Review of Chapters 1-12 
 
Reviewing where we’ve been so far in Revelation: 
 

• In chapter 1, John introduces his letter, which will circulate among the seven churches 
of Asia. Then he sees a vision of Jesus and is told to write everything down.  

• Jesus has specific things to say to each of the seven churches in chapters 2 and 3, 
including both admonishments and promises.  

• John’s vision shifts in chapter 4 to the throne room of Heaven, where God is worshiped 
as Creator.  

• In chapter 5, the slain Lamb appears and begins to be worshiped as Redeemer. We 
just saw the transition from the Old Covenant to the New. 

• In chapter 6, the seals of a scroll begin to be opened. Things begin to happen on 
Earth, including domination, war, economic imbalance, death, and martyrdom. These 
things could span the Church Age, increasing in frequency and intensity like the birth 
pains Jesus talked about. The sixth Seal could be considered the onset of the Day of 
the Lord and is likely to begin with the Rapture.  

• As soon as the Church is removed from the Earth, new representatives for God are 
chosen (144,000 Israelites) at the beginning of chapter 7, and then we see how this all 
looks from the perspective of Heaven as we witness the gathered Church praising God 
for salvation. 

• A period of silence occurs, indicating that God’s judgment is about to fall on the earth. 
A ceremony reminiscent of the Day of Atonement is carried out (chapter 8). 

• The first six Trumpets are blown, each with corresponding disaster for the earth. 
• John is told that there is more for him to see and tell, and he is confirmed as a 

prophet (chapters 8 through 10). 

• The account of the Two Witnesses is given in chapter 11, although their ministry 
probably started at or near the time the Trumpet judgments began. These two men 
are at least thematically connected to the Old Testament figures of Joshua and 
Zerubabbel. They die and are resurrected and raptured. 

• The seventh Trumpet sounds, and all of heaven rejoices as the Lord Almighty takes 
His great power and begins to reign. 
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• John’s vision shifts to a scene in heaven, and I propose that chapter 12 covers the time 
span from just before the Rapture until Israel begins to be protected by God from the 
antichrist.  

• I suggested that the man-child born of the woman (Israel) is the composite Christ and 
the Church, and that we see the Rapture in verse 5.  

• The war in heaven takes places between Satan (the dragon) and the holy angels. 
Satan and his forces lose this battle and are then confined to earth. He is no longer 
the “prince of the power of the air” and he is no longer able to accuse believers day 
and night before God. This defeat and limitation of power makes him angry, so he sets 
off to destroy Israel and those who believe in Christ. 

 
Chapter 13 
 
As we come to Revelation 13, we find Satan angrily wreaking his havoc on the earth, to which 
he is now confined. Two beasts arise as part of his strategy to conquer his more limited 
domain.   
 
I think there are multiple fulfillments to some of the details found in this chapter. We have 
never seen anything in history that matches up perfectly with the one-world government that 
is described in the later verses of chapter 13, but there have been historical events that match 
up on some points and cause interpreters to conclude that the events of Revelation are all in 
the past. (See the Supplemental Notes for an example of a historical parallel.) 
 
Observations of the Beasts in Prophecy 
 
Beasts in prophecy represent kingdoms. It’s confusing because these two beasts in Revelation 
13 are usually interpreted as the antichrist and the false prophet. The first beast definitely has 
a spokesperson, since it is “given a mouth.”  The second beast comes out of “the land,” 
indicating that he is an Israelite. So there is this mixing of the imagery to say that the beasts 
are people but they are also kingdoms. 
 
Here is something clear, though: the beast is blaspheming the dwelling of God.  
 

It opened its mouth to utter blasphemies against God, blaspheming his name and 
his dwelling, that is, those who dwell in heaven.  Revelation 13:6 

 
This is the Church!  And the Church is clearly in heaven at this point as the beast is 
establishing his kingdom on earth. This verse is yet another reason to support an earlier 
Rapture. 
 
The Mark of the Beast will be implemented during the time of this second 
kingdom. 
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We see this in Revelation 13:15-17:  
 

Also it causes all, both small and great, both rich and poor, both free and slave, to be 
marked on the right hand or the forehead, so that no one can buy or sell unless he 
has the mark, that is, the name of the beast or the number of its name.  Revelation 
13:15-17 

 
It will be elaborated on when we get another perspective in Revelation 14:9-11:   
 

And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a loud voice, “If anyone 
worships the beast and its image and receives a mark on his forehead or on his 
hand, he also will drink the wine of God's wrath, poured full strength into the cup of 
his anger, and he will be tormented with fire and sulfur in the presence of the holy 
angels and in the presence of the Lamb.  And the smoke of their torment goes up 
forever and ever, and they have no rest, day or night, these worshipers of the beast 
and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name.”  Revelation 14:9-11 

 
The exact technology that is suspected to be involved in the Mark of the Beast depends on 
current developments in science (and sometimes science fiction!). It used to be common for 
conservative Christians to believe that credit cards were the Mark.  Now, many people think it 
will involve an RFID chip. 
  
If this is so serious that a person is doomed to hell just by receiving the Mark, I suspect that 
pledging allegiance to the Beast involves receiving some kind of DNA alteration that causes a 
person not to be entirely human anymore. If you’re not human, you can’t be redeemed by the 
Second Adam. I base this suspicion on three things:  
 

• The enemy already tried to corrupt the human bloodline to prevent the Seed of the 
Woman (Genesis 6), and we’ve seen the attempt to convince humanity that it would be 
better to “improve” our bodies through technology so that we become godlike. 

 
• If he can wipe out the human race, there will be no one left for Christ to rule over on 

David’s throne. Satan will have prevented God from keeping a promise. This would mean 
victory for him. 

 
• The first Bowl judgment involves painful sores on everyone who gets the Mark (16:2). It 

looks like it may be more than just a simple tattoo or RFID chip because it appears that 
their bodies are reacting against it.  

   
Satan counterfeits God’s actions by marking people’s foreheads. Twice in Revelation we see 
God marking the foreheads of those He chooses: once when He marks the 144,000 (7:3) and 
then later in 22:3-4, we see His name is on the foreheads of His servants who worship Him. 
Since the sealing of God may not actually involve a physical mark but may be just symbolic of 
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God’s guarantee that His servants’ eternal destiny is secured, it’s possible that the Mark of the 
Beast being placed on the forehead is symbolic. On the other hand, both could be literal and 
visible during this time where the supernatural realm is so dramatically intersecting with the 
physical realm. 
 
Whether a person has the Mark of the Beast or the Mark of God, the marks indicate which 
one they serve.  It looks like it will be very polarized—unlike our day, in which it’s difficult to 
tell whose side someone is really on.  The use of the forehead imagery is common in the Bible 
and in other ancient writings to mean ownership and allegiance, so whether it’s literal or 
symbolic, that is the crucial understanding. 
 
Observations About the Antichrist 

 
People who try to identify the antichrist mostly just end up looking foolish. This is not a way 
to get unbelievers to hear what we have to say. And a person doesn’t need to be The 
Antichrist to be highly effective for Satan’s kingdom and help propel the earth toward its 
prophesied climax.  
 
I John 4:3 tells us that there is a “spirit of antichrist,” which was in the world even in John’s 
time.   
 

…and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God. This is the spirit of the 
antichrist, which you heard was coming and now is in the world already. 1 John 4:3 

 
There will be a future global leader, though, backed by Satan.  
 
My first theory is that the antichrist will have something to do with the physical person of 
Nimrod, although I don’t have it all figured out. I think it’s possible that Nimrod will be raised 
from the dead or that the antichrist will be revealed as a clone from his mummy. That may 
sound crazy, but this man will be doing great signs and wonders (2 Thessalonians 2:9-10) and 
will somehow quickly receive the allegiance of most of the world. Something extreme has to 
happen. 
 

But the angel said to me, “Why do you marvel? I will tell you the mystery of …the 
beast with seven heads and ten horns…. The seven heads…are… seven kings, five of 
whom have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come, and when he does come he 
must remain only a little while.  As for the beast that was and is not, it is an eighth 
but it belongs to the seven, and it goes to destruction.  Revelation 17:7, 9-11 

 
These heads, or leaders, of this world system called Babylon are narrowed down to seven 
different people in historical relation to the time of John’s writing (five had already died by his 
time, one was in power, and one was yet to come, plus one of the seven would also be the 
eighth.) If one of the seven is coming back to also be the eighth, he must either be raised 
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from the dead, have his DNA “resurrected,” or have his spirit transferred to a new body. All of 
these possibilities seem crazy! I suggest paying attention to the name Osiris if it shows up in 
the news (probably another name for Nimrod).  
 
My second theory about the antichrist is that the people of the earth will believe this person 
to be Jesus Himself. Expecting the antichrist to be a certain political figure might keep people 
unprepared for what should be done if one were to see “Jesus” appearing in the sky or on TV 
and telling them to join up with all the other religions of the world to achieve peace. Along 
these lines, I’m personally interested in any developments involving the Shroud of Turin, 
which some experts believe contains the DNA of Christ Himself.1 In no way do I think Christ 
could actually be brought back to earth by creating a clone from the DNA on this piece of 
fabric (even if it is His actual blood on it), but just consider for a moment what the people of 
the world would think if it were reported that this had been done about thirty years ago and 
that so-and-so is the end product! If that person started doing miracles and was able to 
convince the Muslims that he is the Mahdi and the New Agers that he is the Maitreya, the 
world would have its antichrist! It adds a new dimension to Jesus’ instruction in Matthew 
24:23-26 not to believe it if someone claims He is present in various places. 
 

 
Revelation 14 
 
While chapters 12 and 13 give us an overview of what is happening on earth from the Rapture 
on into the antichrist’s kingdom (with the exception of the war in heaven that we got a peek 
at), Chapter 14 turns our attention back into heaven. It says that Jesus is standing there on 
Mount Zion, which I conclude is referring to the heavenly city mentioned in Hebrews 12, since 
He is otherwise not mentioned as being in the earthly Jerusalem just yet. 
 

But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly 
Jerusalem, to an innumerable company of angels, to the general assembly and 
church of the firstborn who are registered in heaven… Hebrews 12:22-23 

 
My best understanding is that these 144,000 have all been martyred for their faith or have 
had their own rapture and are now in heaven in the presence of Christ. These men were 
probably all chosen as God’s ambassadors while they were young and unmarried. They have 
spent the time of the Trumpet judgments accomplishing their task and have not been 
distracted by the kind of women we would expect to find living on earth during this time 

 
1 Much has been written about the Shroud. For a summary of important points, see Fishcher, J. Michael. “The 

Shroud of Tourin—Evidence it is Authentic,” 2016. Newgeology.us website.  
http://newgeology.us/presentation24.html. It is fascinating to think that a picture of Christ may have been 
imprinted on this cloth as he was resurrected, but its authenticity is irrelevant to the discussion at hand. If people 
believe it is authentic and that someone was cloned from it, that would be a remarkable development. 
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period. They are commended for remaining pure, and are considered to be the firstfruits of 
the many other Hebrew people who will come to Christ during this time.2 
 
The voice that is heard is singing a new song, and the 144,000 are the only ones that can 
learn this song. This indicates to me that they have a unique way of relating to Christ, 
different from Church Age Christians, Old Testament saints, or those who are yet to be killed. 
 
A Preview of What is to Come 
 
In our time (the Church Age), God is spreading His gospel by means of the Church. After 
removing us, He will assign the task to the 144,000. After they’re in heaven, the people of 
earth are given one final warning, this time from angels.  It looks to me like the angels in 
Revelation 14:6-9 are giving us the chronology of the series of events that will take place next. 
 

Then I saw another angel flying directly overhead, with an eternal gospel to 
proclaim to those who dwell on earth, to every nation and tribe and language and 
people. And he said with a loud voice, “Fear God and give him glory, because the 
hour of his judgment has come, and worship him who made heaven and earth, the 
sea and the springs of water.”   Another angel, a second, followed, saying, “Fallen, 
fallen is Babylon the great, she who made all nations drink the wine of the passion 
of her sexual immorality.”  And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a 
loud voice, “If anyone worships the beast and its image and receives a mark on his 
forehead or on his hand, he also will drink the wine of God’s wrath…”  Revelation 
14:6-9 

 
To summarize what the three angels are warning about: 
 
• First angel (Revelation 14:7): God’s judgment is coming  

• Second angel (Revelation 14:8): Babylon will fall 

• Third angel (Revelation 14:9): Wrath is coming for those who worship the Beast and get his 
mark 

 
As we read about the harvest of the earth at the end of Revelation 14 and the Bowl judgments 
of Revelation 16, we’re seeing the thing take place that the first angel warned about.  As we 
come to Revelation 18 and the destruction of Babylon, we’re seeing the events that the second 
angel warned about.  And along the way through those events, the beast’s kingdom is in 
place (further described in Revelation 17), in which people will continue to pledge allegiance to 
the antichrist and be doomed for taking his mark.  
 

 
2 I have a friend who proposes that the 144,000 are those who were raised to life along with Jesus and have been  
  held in his presence until the time of the end to fulfill this particular role. If those people were raised with  
  resurrected bodies, I suppose they must be somewhere! There’s just no way to verify this one. 
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Harvest of the Earth 
 
In Revelation 14:14, we find Jesus seated on a cloud. He is called “son of man,” and he is 
wearing a gold crown. This is a direct reference to Daniel 7:13-14.   

 
With the clouds of heaven there came one like a son of man, and he came to the 
Ancient of Days and was presented before him. And to him was given dominion and 
glory and a kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and languages should serve him; his 
dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom 
one that shall not be destroyed.  Daniel 7:13-14 

 
There can be no doubt that Jesus is now officially in possession of the Throne of David.  
 
The grape harvest indicates the ending of the summer period between the Spring and Fall 
Feasts and it transitions into the time of the oil of the Messianic reign (see Lesson 3). Because 
of this, and because Israel is often referred to as God’s vine,3 I suggest that the harvest that 
is now “fully ripe” in Revelation 14 indicates judgment on unbelieving Israel. This harvest 
comes before the Bowl judgments are poured out, and it is different from the coming battle of 
Armageddon. All the imagery indicates to me that it is a specific and localized judgment.  
 
Peter taught that “judgment begins with the house of God” (I Peter 4:17). This would be 
fulfilled if Israel receives judgment before God pours out His full wrath on the whole earth via 
the Bowls. I believe this is the situation that is mentioned in the Olivet Discourse (Matthew 
24) when it says that “one will be taken and another left,” as ungodly Israel is suddenly 
removed or “harvested” from the earth. The judgment seems to happen in two phases, as 
Jesus himself swings his sickle in verse 16 to reap the earth, and an angel then gathers the 
bodies together, which is what allows the blood to flow so high. 
 

 
Revelation 15 
 
A New Crowd 
 
The scene changes to a new group standing in heaven. These people are identified as those 
who “had conquered the beast and its image and the number of its name” (Revelation 15:2). 
The heavy emphasis of the song they sing is on the fact that all the nations now belong to 
God. It is a beautiful combination of both the song of Moses (the Law) and the song of the 
Lamb (grace). This indicates to me that at this point there will be some kind of combination of 
the Old and New Covenants. These “Tribulation believers” are not part of the Bride of Christ, 
so they have a different way of relating to Him.  
 

 
3 For references to Israel as a vine, see Psalm 80:8-13; Isaiah 5:1-7; Jeremiah 2:21; Hosea 10:1; Ezekiel 19:10-14. 
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The “sanctuary of the tent of witness in heaven” is opened in 15:5, and God’s glory is so 
powerful that no one can come near until after the last wave of judgments are finished. 
Compare this to the completion of the Tabernacle and the Temple: 

 
Then the cloud covered the tent of meeting, and the glory of the Lord filled the 
tabernacle. And Moses was not able to enter the tent of meeting because the cloud 
settled on it, and the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle.  Exodus 40:34-35 
 
And when the priests came out of the Holy Place, a cloud filled the house of the 
Lord, so that the priests could not stand to minister because of the cloud, for the 
glory of the Lord filled the house of the Lord.  I Kings 8:10-11 

 
No one can enter to make intercession. The Bowls have been decreed and must be spilled out 
without delay. 
 

 
Revelation 16 
 
Bowl Judgments 
 
All of chapter 16 is taken up with descriptions of the seven plagues that are poured out on the 
earth. Most commentators believe these plagues are so severe that they must happen in fairly 
quick succession or nobody would survive. Unlike the plagues of Egypt, in which Pharaoh 
appeared to change his mind so each plague ended before the next one began, it seems that 
these judgments all run into one another. This is evidenced by the fact that the people are still 
suffering the effects of the first Bowl while they are experiencing the fifth.  
 
First: Painful sores come upon those who have received the Mark of the Beast. 
 
Second: The sea turns to blood (this time like the blood of a corpse) and every living thing in 
it dies. It does not say that this happens to every sea or to only one, so we just don’t know. 
 
Third: The fresh water of rivers and springs turns to blood. Again, we aren’t told the extent. 
What we are told is that God is just for bringing this upon the earth because of the shed 
blood of the martyrs (who we heard crying out for vengeance in 6:10): 

 
Just are you, O Holy One, who is and who was, for you brought these judgments. For 
they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, and you have given them blood to 
drink. It is what they deserve!  Revelation 16:5-6 

 
Fourth: The sun’s intensity increases to the point where it scorches people. 
 
Fifth: The beast’s kingdom is plunged into darkness. The people are still in pain from their 
sores, but they blame God instead of their master, the beast. God has shown by this darkness 
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that He is more powerful than the beast (remember how many of the world’s religions center 
around sun worship!), much as He defeated Pharaoh by taking the life of his firstborn. 
 
Sixth: The Euphrates River dries up. Demonic spirits are released to summon the rulers of 
the world to assemble for battle. 
 
Seventh: A massive earthquake splits Jerusalem into three parts. The whole earth is affected 
as mountains and islands are moved from their places and huge hailstones fall. God turns His 
attention to Babylon, who will be next to face His fury—just as the angel foretold in 14:8. 
 
 
Revelation 17 and 18 
 
Mystery, Babylon 
 
We have looked together at the beginnings of the Babylonian Mystery Religion and how its 
basic elements have survived and thrived into our present day. Here in chapters 17 and 18 
we’re going to see it destroyed at last! Many exact phrases from these chapters are found in 
Jeremiah 51, which is describing the fall of Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylon, giving us another 
example of a prophecy that was fulfilled to some degree in the past but will achieve another 
level of fulfillment in the future. 
 
Chapter 17 opens with another woman who symbolizes something. Fortunately for us, the 
thing she represents is written clearly on her forehead: 
 

And on her forehead was written a name of mystery: “Babylon the great, mother of 
prostitutes and of earth's abominations.”  Revelation 17:5 

 
The punctuation here is part of the translation. Other translations, such as the KJV indicate 
that what is written on her forehead is: “Mystery, Babylon the great…”  (The word “mystery” 
can be included in the description instead of being part of the introductory statement.) 
 
The very fact that it refers to Babylon at all when the Babylonian Empire is long gone causes 
us to think back to what we have noted that Babylon represents in Scripture: false religion. 
Elements of all false religions can be traced back to Babylon—the first global power following 
Noah’s Flood. And, of course, we can take its root ideas even further back to the Garden of 
Eden where Satan told Eve she could be like God and she could know things. The thing that 
will be destroyed here is the Babylonian Mystery Religion. 
 
That’s the simple answer to what the woman represents. It gets more difficult when we try to 
figure out the geographical and economic specifics of what is being destroyed in these 
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chapters because we know that the Babylonian Mysteries infiltrate nations and systems across 
the globe.  
 
Prophecy teachers usually present the woman here as representing either America, Islam, or 
the Roman Catholic Church. Whichever one I listened to last is generally the one I lean 
toward, which means that each position has arguments in its favor! Because we are already 
noticing a push toward ecumenism (a unity of religious systems for the purpose of 
understanding each other and cooperating together), I do not consider it far-fetched to 
believe that one day Catholicism and Islam could combine into one religion. I believe 
elements of Protestant Christianity could also be moving in that direction.  
 
I am all in favor of having good relationships with people of other religions (would Jesus ever 
want us to have hostility towards others?), but I am not in favor of doctrinal compromise for 
the sake of “world peace.” I believe Christians can stop fighting with people of other religions 
without having to embrace the tenets of those religions. I’m not so sure that the people from 
some other religions will ever stop fighting with Christians, though, unless we embrace their 
beliefs.  
 
Once believers are removed from the earth in the Rapture, it seems likely to me that the 
people who remain who still desire to express their faith in God through religious 
demonstrations will band together into one world religion.4 This new/old religion will be 
heavily influenced by the antichrist, whether he comes in the form of “Jesus,” Nimrod, the 
Mahdi, the Maitreya, or some combination of these roles. We should expect the end-times 
religion to promote the achievement of personal godhood through scientific and occult means 
and to overtly put forth the idea that “Lucifer” is good and YHWH is evil. People could still 
remain Catholic or Muslim and adhere to this religion. The only shift that is needed is to 
accept that the Father (in Catholicism) or Allah (in Islam) is Lucifer instead of YHWH. They 
can keep their Jesus, Mary, saints, Mohammed, Quran, rituals, etc. It will be the same religion 
with a “completed” understanding of who is at its head. Catholicism can add Mohammed as a 
high-level saint, since they already respect the Quran. Muslims can build on ideas they already 
have about Jesus and Mary. No problem. 
 

The Beast 
 
This woman is found to be riding on a beast with seven heads and ten horns (7:3), which is 
the same description as the beast that rises out of the sea in 13:1. I think we should conclude 
that the antichrist’s kingdom makes use of the new global religion to control people 
(remember how much more effective it is to control people if you can determine what they 
believe about what happens when they die?). Eventually, though, he will have no use for 
organized religion and so he will do away with it.  

 
4  These people would not believe the Rapture had happened, in the sense that true believers have been removed. 

There will also be some who realize what happened and come to a true faith and  eventually be persecuted for it. 
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And the ten horns that you saw, they and the beast will hate the prostitute. They 
will make her desolate and naked, and devour her flesh and burn her up with 
fire, for God has put it into their hearts to carry out his purpose by being of one 
mind and handing over their royal power to the beast, until the words of God are 
fulfilled.  Revelation 17:16-17 

 
The end of chapter 17 tells us that the woman is “the great city that has dominion over the 
kings of the earth” (17:18). So the woman that is a religion will be controlled during the 
Tribulation from a specific city. This is the city that we see being destroyed in chapter 18.  
 
 
Revelation 19 
 
Praise to God 
 
When ancient Babylon fell, the way was prepared for the exiles to return to their Land. When 
future Babylon falls, it will be like a new and complete return from exile. We don’t know 
exactly how close this is to the end of the Tribulation, but no more events are recorded 
sequentially in Revelation after this until Jesus rides in to take charge. The three angels in 
chapter 14 had given a chronology of what was to come: the hour of God’s judgment (Bowls), 
the destruction of Babylon, and then the culmination of the Beast kingdom and judgment of 
those who receive his mark.   
 
We’ve seen the first two of those warnings come to pass, but before we see Christ put the 
Beast kingdom to its final end, we get another glimpse into heaven to see what is happening 
there.  
 
In chapter 19, John hears the sound of a great multitude praising God for judging the woman 
(ending the worship of the gods) and for avenging the blood of the innocent (19:1-2). Their 
praise is divided into three parts, with the overall themes that God is just, powerful, glorious, 
and great. Even though I don’t always understand why God does the things He does, I am 
encouraged to see that God will be declared to be just after all of the plagues He has inflicted 
on the earth. No matter what I think with my own skewed sense of justice, there will be no 
question that God has done exactly what is deserved—no more, and no less. His goodness 
and righteousness are not diminished when He exercises His wrath in justice. 
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The Marriage Supper of the Lamb 
 
Next we see the announcement that it is time for Marriage Supper of the Lamb. Although the 
details are sometimes debated, there are generally thought to be three components of a 
Jewish marriage at the time of Christ:5 
 

Betrothal: First, the couple would be betrothed and the groom would pay the bride 
price. Their betrothal was as binding as the signing of a marriage license in our time, 
although the couple did not yet live together. This betrothal between Christ and the 
Church was pictured in the Last Supper when Jesus took the cup and passed it around 
and the disciples each drank from it.  
 
Consummation: After a length of time, the groom would set out to fetch his bride. 
She would often have an idea of when he was coming, but not know the exact 
moment to expect him. (This is often taken as evidence for a Pre-trib Rapture.) He 
would take her back to his father’s house, where he had prepared a special room for 
them. They would consummate the marriage, with one or more witnesses standing 
outside the door to announce to the guests that the couple was now one. The bride 
would stay in the bridal chamber for up to seven days. I have suggested that we may 
see this unity of Christ and the Church taking place at the end of Revelation 11 as the 
Two Witnesses are called up and then the whole world is now said to belong to Christ.  
 
Marriage Feast: The guests would gather and the couple would then be presented to 
their friends and family. They would celebrate with a grand feast. I believe this third 
stage is what we are seeing in Revelation 19:6-9. 

 
The Final Battle 
 
Then we have Christ coming from heaven on a white horse “treading the winepress of the 
fury of the wrath of God” (Revelation 19:15), which is the same language used of the harvest 
of the earth by the angels in chapter 14. Judgment began with the house of God, but now it’s 
completed upon the whole earth. 
 
A sword is coming out of Jesus’ mouth, which makes us think of how the Word of God is 
sharper than a two-edged sword (Hebrews 4:12). Here is the Word, who spoke creation into 
existence, now speaking destruction upon the people of the earth. This same imagery was 
used of the Messiah by Isaiah: 
 

 

 
5  There are many articles and websites dedicated to this topic, as well as commentary entries. Here is one to start 

with: Rudd, Steve. “The Three Stage Ritual of Bible Marriages” The Interactive Bible website. 
http://www.bible.ca/marriage/ancient-jewish-three-stage-weddings-and-marriage-customs-ceremony-in-the-
bible.htm 
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He made my mouth a sharp sword; in the shadow of his hand he hid me; he made 
me a polished arrow; in his quiver he hid me away.  Isaiah 49:2 
 

The entire evil coalition that has come to make war against “him who was sitting on the horse 
and against his army” is defeated (Revelation 19:19). I believe the world is currently being 
conditioned to view an army coming from the sky as the enemy. It would be easy enough for 
the antichrist to muster a massive army if everyone is told that our planet is being threatened 
by outside invaders. How many times have we seen this scenario in movies? 
 
The beast (antichrist) and the false prophet are thrown directly into the Lake of Fire. They are 
not subject to the Great White Throne judgment that comes after the Millennium. Yet all the 
dead, great and small, must stand before the throne to be judged. 

 
And I saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne, and books were 
opened. Then another book was opened, which is the book of life. And the dead 
were judged by what was written in the books, according to what they had done.  
Revelation 20:12 

 
The only conclusion I can think of is that the antichrist and false prophet are not fully human, 
and therefore are cast directly into the place prepared for them without the need to go 
through the legal process of being consigned to such a place first. 
 

Revelation 20 
 
The Millennium 
 
The enemies are defeated and the devil himself is bound up in a pit for 1,000 years, during 
which he no longer deceives people. Again, there are different ideas about whether the 1,000 
years are literal and about how they flow into what we call “eternity,” but none of the 
arguments have yet convinced me that it needs to be anything other than literal. 
 
Revelation 20:4 describes Tribulation martyrs:  
 

Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom the authority to judge 
was committed. Also I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for the 
testimony of Jesus and for the word of God, and those who had not worshiped the 
beast or its image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or their hands. 
They came to life and reigned with Christ for a thousand years.  Revelation 20:4 
 

This group is meant to be understood as later believers. They are raised to life at the 
beginning of the Millennium, so that all believers are alive at that point. The resurrection of 
believers (the “first resurrection”) is now complete. It has happened in stages. 

 
Blessed and holy is the one who shares in the first resurrection! Over such the 
second death has no power, but they will be priests of God and of Christ, and they 
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will reign with him for a thousand years.  Revelation 20:6 
 
I suppose that earth will somehow be refreshed so that it’s inhabitable after all the chaos of 
the last seven years. Perhaps the plagues themselves will be restorative agents, much like a 
forest fire clears out the dead growth and allows a sickly forest to return to health. 
 
Those who previously died or were raptured have now received their glorified bodies and will 
rule with Christ for 1,000 years. The Curse will not yet be lifted, so the people who remain will 
still have a sin nature. It seems like the fear of man that God placed in the animals after 
Noah’s flood will be rolled back (“the wolf shall dwell with the lamb and a little child will lead 
them”  Isaiah 11:6), but the best I can tell is that God is taking things back to Eden-like 
conditions in stages instead of doing it all at once, just as the current conditions of the earth 
were implemented in two stages (first the ground was cursed at the time of the Fall, then the 
animals became fearful of man and man began to eat animals at the time of Noah). 
 
I think one of the purposes of the entire 1,000 years is to show that the human 
heart is wicked all on its own and we can’t blame the devil for all of the evil in our 
history. God’s justice will be proven once and for all and in every detail. 
 
We know that the Millennium is a time that the promises to Christ are kept. He will rule on 
David’s throne in a benevolent dictatorship—the best possible type of government when the 
ruler is wise and good. 
 
Judgment 
 
After the thousand years are over, Satan will be released and given an unspecified time period 
to deceive the nations. These nations are referred to as “Gog and Magog.”  This has to be a 
different Gog-Magog conflict than the one described in Ezekiel 38-39, if you take Revelation 
chronologically, as I do. One possible explanation for the use of the same names would be 
that it’s referring to the spiritual entities that have been assigned to these nations.  
 
Satan will round up everyone he can to join his army.  This will be a vast number; which is 
compared to the sand of the sea. They will be large enough to surround the city and the 
camp.  
 

• The army’s defeat is instantaneous.  
 

• When the Great White Throne appears, earth and sky flee away. 
 
• Then the second resurrection happens. This is where the unbelieving dead are raised. 
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And many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to 
everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt.  Daniel 12:2 
 
Do not marvel at this, for an hour is coming when all who are in the tombs will hear 
his voice and come out, those who have done good to the resurrection of life, and 
those who have done evil to the resurrection of judgment.  John 5:28-29 
 
…having a hope in God, which these men themselves accept, that there will be a 
resurrection of both the just and the unjust.  Acts 24:15 

 
People are going to get what they wanted all along—existence without God’s interference. 
Their torture could involve living out the natural consequences of growing increasingly selfish 
and unhappy while time marches on with no redemptive force to reign it in.6 And the God 
these people are all rejecting is the source of all goodness and light, so their choice of “not 
Him” will mean that they experience an absence of goodness and light—which translates to 
evil and darkness. Hell will not be a party where the godless people have all the fun. 
 
 
Revelation 21 and 22 
 
I hardly even know how to comment on these two chapters because they are so glorious. I 
like to imagine John being shown the “New World Order” for those who belong to God’s 
Kingdom. He says in 22:8 that his reaction when he heard and saw these things was to fall 
down and worship at the feet of the angel who showed it all to him. The angel corrected him 
and told him to worship God instead, but I can understand his urge to just land on the ground 
and worship anyone connected to the glory he had just witnessed! 
 
In these two chapters, the metaphors of the Bride and the Dwelling Place come together so 
that it’s difficult to tell where one leaves off and the other begins. He sees the new Jerusalem 
coming down from the sky, and then an angel identifies the city as the Bride, the wife of the 
Lamb. The city is the Bride and the Bride is the city. It seems a little mixed up, but how can 
this be put into words? The metaphors add dimension to these amazing statements: 

 
Behold, the dwelling place of God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they 
will be his people, and God himself will be with them as their God.  Revelation 21:3 

 
The description of this city/Bride has much in common with Eden, with its gold, pearl, and 
precious stones—but it is so much better than Eden because God will dwell in and with His 
people forever instead of just walking with them at certain times!  
 
We’re going to spend the entire lesson next time talking about what our eternity on this new 
Earth will be like, so for now let’s just fill our minds with the beautiful promises of what is in 
store for us as we consider whether our present sufferings are worth the glory that will be 
revealed in us one day (Romans 8:18). Look at Rev 21:4-7, 27; 22:3-5, 20! 

 
6 Tim Keller expands on this idea in his sermon: “Hell: Isn’t the God of Christianity an Angry Judge?” 22 October 
2006. Gospel in life website. http://www.gospelinlife.com/hell-isn-t-the-god-of-christianity-an-angry-judge-5496 


